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Abstract

We study the superconducting electronic structures of Nb3Al and MgB2 using high-resolution spectroscopy. The obtained

spectrum of Nb3Al measured below Tc shows clear opening of the superconducting gap with a sharp pile up in the density of

states and a shift of the leading edge. In addition, the spectrum shows a peak–dip–hump line shape expected from the

strong-coupling theory. On the other hand, for MgB2, the superconducting-state spectrum measured at 5.4 K shows a coherent

peak with a shoulder structure, in sharp contrast to that expected from a single isotropic gap. The superconducting spectral

shape of MgB2 can be explained in terms of a multicomponent gap. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, because of the advances in energy resolution

and sample cooling technique of photoemission spectro-

scopy, we have been able to study the energy gap of a

superconductor with a relatively small transition tempera-

ture (Tc). For examples, the superconducting gaps of C60

based superconductors [1] and an A15 compound V3Si [2]

have been successfully measured with photoemission

spectroscopy. Furthermore, in a strong electron–phonon

coupling superconductor Pb, a peak–dip–hump line shape

as well as the superconducting gap has been clearly

observed [3] to justify the photoemission results of high

temperature superconductors, where the similar peak–dip–

hump structure has been reported [4,5]. An anisotropy of the

superconducting gap of Ni borocarbides have been dis-

cussed from the change of leading edge line shapes as a

function of impurity doping [6].

In this paper, we extend the photoemission study on the

superconducting gap to intermetallic compounds: Nb3Al [7]

and MgB2 [8]. For Nb3Al, we study the superconducting gap

as well as phonon-induced structures. Since Nb3Al has been

classified into a moderate- to strong-coupling superconduc-

tor, we try to see whether the strong-coupling spectral

function can be observed even for compounds using

photoemission spectroscopy. The obtained spectrum

shows a superconducting gap with a peak–dip–hump line

shape expected from the strong-coupling theory. For MgB2,

which is a newly discovered intermetallic superconductor

with Tc as high as 40 K [8], we study the superconducting

electronic structures responsible for such a high Tc. The

observed superconducting-state spectrum at 5.4 K shows a

coherent peak with a shoulder structure, in sharp contrast to

that expected from single isotropic-gap opening. From

analyses using single isotropic and anisotropic Dynes

functions and two Dynes functions, we find that the

weighted sum of the two Dynes functions can reproduce

the obtained spectral shape very well. This indicates that

MgB2 has a multicomponent gap.

2. Experiment

Polycrystalline Nb3Al samples were prepared by

arc-melting, while high-density MgB2 polycrystalline

samples were prepared with a high-pressure synthesis [9].
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Magnetization measurements exhibited sharp transitions

(midpoint) at 17.6 K for Nb3Al and 36.5 K for MgB2.

Photoemission measurements were performed on a

spectrometer built using a GAMMADATA-SCIENTA

SES2002 electron analyzer and a high-flux discharging

lamp with a toroidal grating monochromator. The total

energy resolution (analyzer and light) used the He Ia

(21.218 eV) resonance line was set to ,4 meV. The sample

temperatures were measured using a silicon-diode sensor

mounted just close to it. The base pressure of the

spectrometer was better than 5 £ 10211 Torr. Samples

were fractured in situ to obtain clean surfaces. We did not

see any spectral changes within the measurements, indicat-

ing the observed spectra are reflecting intrinsic electronic

structures. Fermi energy of samples was referenced to that

of a gold film evaporated onto the sample substrate and its

accuracy is estimated to be better than 0.2 meV.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows high-resolution photoemission spectra of

Nb3Al measured at 5.5 K (superconducting state) and

18.0 K (normal state) using the He Ia resonance line,

together with the total valence band spectrum (inset). The

valence band spectrum, which has a dominant Nb 4d

character [10], shows three main structures around 0.5, 1.5

and 2.7 eV with the two structures near the Fermi level (EF)

having higher intensity. Those structures have not been

observed clearly in a previous report [11] most probably due

to difference in procedure to get fresh surfaces; scraping or

fracturing. For the normal state spectrum near EF measured

at 18 K, we observe a nearly flat density of states (DOS) in

the regions at least up till 90 meV with a Fermi edge

structure, where the leading edge mid point is nearly located

at EF. In contrast, once we cool the samples below Tc, the

spectral shape changes drastically. We see a sharp peak just

below EF followed by a dip and a hump. To see the

superconducting gap more clearly, we enlarge the spectrum

at 5.5 K as shown in Fig. 2 with open circles. Now it is clear

that the spectrum has a peak at 4.5 meV and a shift of the

leading edge, indicating opening of the superconducting

gap. To estimate the gap value, we use the Dynes function

[12] to fit the experimental spectrum. The Dynes function is

multiplied by the Fermi function of 5.5 K and convolved

with a gaussian with a full width at half maximum of the

known energy resolution. In Fig. 2, we show a representa-

tive fitting result with a gap value D ¼ 3.0 meV and a

thermal broadening parameter G ¼ 0.005 meV (curve),

which reproduces the experimental result very well. The

obtained D ¼ 3.0 meV corresponds to a reduced gap value

of 4, classifying Nb3Al into a medium- to strong-coupling

superconductor, consistent with the previous thermo-

dynamic and tunneling measurements [7]. In addition, the

small value of G may imply that the superconducting gap of

Nb3Al is nearly isotropic.

As for the structures beyond the superconducting coherent

peak, we see a dip structure around 20 meV and a hump

structure around 40 meV. The energy scale of these features

are surely larger than those observed in Pb, where a dip and a

hump are observed around 10 and 20 meV, respectively. This

relates to the fact that the width of phonon DOS in Nb3Al

(,40 meV) is larger in Pb (,10 meV). The shape of the

peak–dip–hump structure is consistent to that obtained by

Fig. 1. High-resolution photoemission spectra of polycrystalline

Nb3Al (Tc ¼ 17.6 K) measured at superconducting state (5.5 K) and

normal state (18 K) using the He Ia resonance line. Inset shows the

valence band spectrum of Nb3Al.

Fig. 2. Representative result of Dynes function analysis (curve) with

D ¼ 4.0 meV and G ¼ 0.005 meV together with the superconduct-

ing spectrum at 5.5 K (open circles).
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tunneling measurements using thin films [13]. Thus, the

present results show that the photoemission spectroscopy is

reliable and powerful technique to investigate superconduct-

ing electronic structures even for compounds.

Next topic is on the superconducting electronic structure

of MgB2, which is a high Tc intermetallic superconductor. In

Fig. 3, we show high-resolution photoemission spectra of

MgB2 measured at 5.4 K (superconducting state) and 45 K

(normal state). While normal-state spectrum is characterized

by a Fermi edge like structure, the superconducting-state

spectrum shows a peak and a shift of the leading edge,

indicative of opening of the superconducting gap. An

enlargement of the near-EF region has been shown in Fig. 4

with open circles, together with fitting results (curve). We

find, besides the peak around 7 meV, a weak shoulder

structure around 3 meV. These features could not be clearly

distinguished by a recent high-resolution photoemission

study [14] maybe due to the difference in sample quality

and/or preparation to get fresh surfaces; scraping or

fracturing. The unusual spectral features are more easily

seen if one compare the superconducting spectrum of MgB2

with that of Nb3Al. While the leading edge of Nb3Al is very

sharp and actually resolution limited, that of MgB2 is broad.

Further, the leading edge mid point of MgB2 is not so large

compared to that of Nb3Al in spite of the large difference in

Tc. This indicates that the superconducting gap of MgB2 is

not a simple isotropic one.

To get further insight into the superconducting gap, we

tried to fit using single Dynes functions with isotropic and

anisotropic gaps. For the anisotropic gap, we used proposed

anisotropic gap functions from the group theory [15,16]. We

find single Dynes functions with both isotropic gap and

anisotropic gap could not reproduce the spectral shape with

any sets of parameters, especially for the shoulder structure.

In Fig. 4(a), we only show a representative result using a

single isotropic Dynes function with D ¼ 3.4 meV and

G ¼ 1.5 meV. Therefore, assuming the shoulder structure to

result from another gap, we use two Dynes functions and

find weighted sum of them can reproduce the spectral very

well as shown in Fig. 4(b), where broken and dotted lines

represent two single Dynes functions with D ¼ 1.7 meV and

G ¼ 0.1 meV as well as D ¼ 5.6 meV and G ¼ 0.1 meV.

We make the intensity of the Dynes function with the

smaller gap five times larger than that for the larger gap.

From the earlier analysis, we come to know that the

superconducting gap is neither a simple isotropic gap nor a

simple anisotropic one, but rather consists of two dominant

components. This is consistent with results reported from

several groups using different experimental techniques [17].

We further perform the same fitting to the temperature

dependent spectra in order to obtain the temperature

dependence of the two gaps, assuming the intensity ratio

to be constant. In Fig. 5, we plot the gap values as a function

of temperature. Surprisingly, we find the both of the larger

and smaller gaps close nearly the bulk transition tempera-

ture. This shows evidence that the smaller gap represents the

bulk electronic structure. The temperature dependence of

the smaller gap follows the BCS prediction very well.

However, that of the larger gap deviates from the BCS

prediction at higher temperature, whose behavior is similar

Fig. 3. High-resolution photoemission spectra of polycrystalline

MgB2 (Tc ¼ 36.5 K) measured at superconducting state (5.4 K) and

normal state (45 K) using the He Ia resonance line.

Fig. 4. Representative fitting result using: (a) a single isotropic

Dynes function (curve) with D ¼ 3.4 meV and G ¼ 1.5 meV and (b)

weighted sum of two Dynes functions with D ¼ 1.7 meV and

G ¼ 0.1 meV (smaller gap, broken lines) and with D ¼ 5.6 meV

and G ¼ 0.1 meV (larger gap, dotted lines). Open circles are the

superconducting spectrum of MgB2 measured at 5.4 K.
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to that obtained on MgB2/Ag and MgB2/In junctions [18].

From these analyses, the reduced gap values are 1.08 and

3.56 for smaller and larger gaps, respectively. It is worth

noticing that the ratio of the two gaps at 5.4 K is nearly one-

third, which is very close to the value predicted by recent

band structure calculations [19]. In addition, we see a weak

structure beyond the peak in the MgB2 spectrum. We find

the energy position of this structure is about 18 meV. Here

we just note that a recent neutron scattering study has

reported a phonon structure at the same energy [20].

4. Summary

High-resolution photoemission results on Nb3Al show a

peak–dip–hump structure characteristic of the strong-

coupling spectral shape as well as the superconducting

gap with the reduced gap value of ,4. These results

characterize that the Nb3Al we studied is a medium- to

strong-coupling superconductor, and also establishes photo-

emission spectroscopy as a reliable technique to investigate

superconducting electronic structures even for compounds.

As for MgB2, high-resolution photoemission results show

non-simple isotropic gap and numerical analyses tell us that

superconducting gap of MgB2 is most likely a multi-

component gap. This result provides direct information on

the superconducting electronic structure of MgB2 which

yields such a high Tc.
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